group vineven in quality. Some, such as the one on Iowa, are appropriately updated. Others remain needlessly outdated. The article on Frederick Manfred, for example, does not include his year of death (1994 Perhaps the overriding problem is that the volume attempts too much. It seeks to cover both the trans-Mississippi West and the frontier stage of the entire United States. Tackling just one or the other would have helped focus the work. The volume is intended to reflect the best of the "old" western history-that is, the frontier-^while incorporating the best of the "new" western history-that is, moving beyond the frontier into the twentieth century and into more sophisticated accounting for race, class, gender, environment, and cultural encounter, conflict, and exchange. Instead of a stimulating interweaving of the two historiographies, though, the result is more a jarring juxtaposition. One example will have to serve: an incisive treatnient of the Dust Bowl that takes accovmt of economics, environment, politics, and migration is immediately followed by a revised article on the Dutch in North America, which competently gets the Dutch to North America but inexcusably ends the overview v^th 1664. Frederick Manfred, John P. Qum, Wyatt Earp, and Theodore Roosevelt would be puzzled by the implication that individuals and communities of EHitch ethnidty played no further role of significance in the historical development of the American West. Rather than a consistently comprehensive and updated treatment of all western and frontier topics, the voliune is by turns cutting-edge and old-fashioned, abundant and incomplete, intriguing and frustrating.
Perhaps the book's weaknesses are emblematic of the current transitional state of the field. In any event, this is an important reference work. It is a fine guide into many subjects of westem and frontier history. It is judiciously illustrated with hoih photographs and maps. It is cross-referenced, and it has an index of persor\s. Yet, it is a flawed work-too problematic to serve as one's exclusive reference work on the American West.
